INTRODUCTION
The following work is part of an European collaborative project (RADICAD : BRITE/EURAM project BE 7231) whose aim is the 3D characterization of defects in mechanical parts by multi-radiography using computer aided design (CAD) models.
Current industrial practice on the assembly lines of large scale production products suchastruck engines relies on one oftwo NDT strategies; either the inspection is performed using simple, essentially 2D methods, which provide only qualitative information; or a few components are removed from the line and batch tested thoroughly using much slower techniques such as tomography.
The aim ofRADICAD is to provide a compromise: much more accurate than the simple method, and faster than tomography to detect and characterize 3D flaws in all the mechanical parts to inspect. In the problern that RADICAD will address, the equipment will have to detect the defects using a simulated X-ray image ofthe part computed from the CAD model in the appropriate position. Once the defect is detected, it will have to be reconstructed in 3D so that it can be localized in the 3D CAD model ofthe part. The major outputs expected are: capability to examine medium size parts (180 x 110cm), detection of 0,3 mm hole through 6 tö 10 cm of attenuating material such as aluminum, inspection of the part in less than 5 minutes. Section 1 oftbis paper describes the overall project methodology. Section 2 describes the projection task and the two matehing techniques developed in the project.
Some results ofmatching and reconstruction are given in section 3. As the RADICAD manipulator and detector system is not yet available for testing of algorithms, software has been tested using radiographs acquired on the LETI manipulator ADAM whose detector characteristics are very similar to the RADICAD system [1] .
PROJECT METHODOLOGY
The mostinnovative aspect ofthe RADICAD project is the use ofCAD models to generate synthetic images. Most CAD systems are capable ofrendering 30 solid images. However, there are currently no CAD systems which can render realistic radiographic images. This problern has already been addressed [2, 3] .
In RADICAD, the radiographs ofthe part are compared to these synthetic images and the defects are calculated and superimposed into the CAD model. This comparison is possible only ifthe projection is done with a perfectly known position ofthe object in the X-ray beam. In order to ensure the precision ofthe pose parameters estimation, two complementary 30 matehing techniques have been developed and combined. The first method relies on edge detection, the second method handles the case where not enough edges are available in the radiographs, and is based on density variations. Pose parameters estimated independently by the two methods need to be combined. Then, the detection and reconstruction of defects is performed.
RADICAD methodology is illustrated onFigure 1. The object is manipulated in an X-ray beam using a precision multi-axis manipulator. The relationship between the X-ray source axis set, the object holder axis set and the detector axis set are perfectly known and given by a calibration task performed offline [4] 
Defect detection and reconstruction
Next, realistic synthetic X-ray image ofthe CAD model ofthe objeet in the pose eorresponding to the radiograph aequisition are generated using ray-traeing teehniques. The synthetie images are used as golden images The simple differenee of the radiographs and the projeetions ean produce lots of false alarms, so a matehing step is neeessary in order to simulate the objeet in the exaet position ofthe eomponent on the X-ray beam.
Further image proeessing techniques based on the eomparison of radiographs and projeetions allows us to isolate, classify and reeonstruet the flaws. A deteetion process generates region maps whieh are mask images of the defeets. These region maps are used by the reconstruetion process DARTS to generate a support volume. Thus, only the defects are reeonstrueted. Then, eharaeteristies as shape and position, are extraeted and superimposed in the CAD model.
PROJECTION AND MATCHING TASKS
A realistie projeetion software and two eomplementary 3D matehing strategies have been studied and developed in the RADICAD projeet in order to simulate radiographs and to estimate the 3D exact pose ofthe objeet.
Projeetion
The projeetion task ereates the simulated radiograph of an objeet plaeed in a given position on the inspeetion beneh. Its prineiples are shown onFigure 2. It was decided that the most efficient use of projeet resourees was to develop the ray traeer required for the RADICAD projeet based on software libraries provided by the BRL-CAD software package [5] . A translator has been developed which allows complex CAD geometries tobe imported into the ray traeer (eg Fig.3 ). Multiplematerials ean also be handled. Onee created by the ray tracer, the model ean be translated and rotated in 6 degrees offreedom.
The physics involved in the ereation of a radiographic image ean be divided into three main parts: the X-ray souree speetrum, the interaetion ofthe radiation and the examined objeet and the deteetion system.
The souree emits photons whose energy distribution is the sum of the eontinuous bremsstrahlung speetrum and the eharaeteristics peaks. In order to take into aceount the energy dependeney of the materials attenuation eoeffieients, the souree speetrum is divided into a number of energy ehannels.
The interaetion ofthe X-ray beam and the object is deseribed analytically by the Beer Lambert exponential attenuation law. Due to the availability of an attenuation coeffieients eomputation module, objeets made of any material ean be simulated.
The scintillator sereen of the CCD deteetion system absorbs a part or all of the energy of the remaining photons. The synthetic image is the result of the transformation of the absorbed energy through several suceessive proeesses (ereation oflight photons, absorption in the seintillator sereen and the eoupling opties, produetion of eleetrons in the CCD deviee and electronics amplifieation).
An original first Compton seattering model and a noise addition model whose description are out of the scope of the present paper have also been developed.
The simulated images are in good agreement (15% of differenee) with real radiographs obtained on the ADAM beneh faeility [3] .
Edge Matehing
The aim ofthe edge matehing is to estimate the 3D pose ofthe objeet where edge features are available. The basie method is eapable of matehing a 3D CAD model to a single 2D image using perspeetive projeetion of a 3D model. Using one view, one translation (depth) and two rotations (not in plane motion) arenot aceurately estimated. Aceuracy is improved by performing the match on more than one image, it has been found that three or four views are suffieient to determine the six pose parameters ofthe objeet [6, 7, 8] .
The matehing is donein three steps illustrated onFigure 3. Third, the position and orientation of the CAD model is adjusted until a fit is obtained between projeeted CAD features and image features. The distanee minimized is the root square error ofthe four distanees between the extrema ofthe edge and the projected edge and their corresponding normal projection on each other. The minimization algorithm is based on an off-the-shelf non-linear optimization algorithm E04JAF [9] .
The method is fast and aceurate, it takes a few seconds to match 4 images on a Spare 20.
Density Matehing
Density matehing bandies the case where only few edges or blurred edges are available in the radiographs. Most of previous work in this seope has been carried out in medical imaging [I 0, II ]. In the case of !arge parts, only regions of interest of the objeets will be inspected, so it ean happen that almost no edges will be available to earry out the edge matching. However, all the images presented here eoneem a whole object. The method is based on the minimization of the quadratic distanee between the radiographs and the corresponding projections.
In order to Iimit the time spent in the iterative minimization process, only a limited set of characteristic points are simulated at each step ofthe minimization loop (figure 4). The characteristics points are selected on the radiographs. They are given by a maximum of gradient or laplacian. The detector coordinates (pixels) are calculated and sent to the projeetion task. Points at the same detector pixel coordinates are simulated and values are compared. Tests on simulated and real data showed that the convergence can be reaehed The first image is the differenee between the radiograph and the projeetion in the position given by the end user. The seeond image is the final differenee in the pose given by the density matehing. The defeet is revealed thus faeilitating the deteetion. Note that the objeet-holder is not simulated and remains on the image differenee. The two profiles are plotted on the dotted lines of the images.
Onee edge and density matehing have estimated separately the objeet pose, the fusion module must give the final object pose. The fusion module under development is based on a Bayesian approaeh. Most of the problern is to estimate the eovarianee matrix of density and edge matehing proeesses for the six pose parameters (3 translations and 3 rotations). Theseparametersare strongly eorrelated.
A algebraie reeonstruetion software has been developed in order to reeonstruet the flaws deteeted in the inspeeted object. This software implements a Simultaneous Algebraie Reconstruetion Teehnique [13] . In RADICAD, we want to reeonstruct only the defeets in order to speed up the proeess. DARTS for Dedieated ARTsoftwareimplements volume support eonstraints.
OnFigure 6, a reeonstruetion of 15 radiographs aequired around the objeet every 24 degrees on our ADAM beneh faeility is presented. This result is obtained with a eonstant relaxation eoeffieient of one in ten iterations with whole region maps ( all pixels set to 1 ).
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an overview ofthe RADICAD project. The main RADICAD innovation is the use ofthe objeet CAD model to enhanee defeets deteetion. Projeetion software has been developed in order to generate realistie synthetie X-ray images. In order to eompare synthetie images and radiographs, aecurate estimation of the 3D pose of the object is necessary. Two complementary original methods of 3D matehing, one based on edge detection, the other on density variations, have been studied and developed. First results on projection as weil as on real data have been presented. The reconstruction ofthe defects using DARTSsoftware and their superimposition in the object CAD model is thus possible. The next step is the integration and validation ofthe method at an industrial site. The projeetion and the two matehing techniques tested on the ADAM bench need to be implemented on the actual RADICAD beneh. The reconstruction software, tested Figure 6 . DARTS reconstruction.
on simulated defects need to be tested on real defects. Software time performances are still far away from the 5 minutes required for the inspection of a part. Optimization of algorithms is in progress.
